The way central banks manage their foreign reserve assets has evolved over the past decades. One major trend is managing reserves in two or more tranches-liquidity tranche and investment tranche-especially for those with adequate reserves. Incorporating reserve tranching, we have developed in this paper a central bank's reserve portfolio choice model to analyze the determinants of the currency composition of reserves. In particular, we adopt the classical mean-variance framework for the investment tranche and the asset-liability framework for the liquidity tranche. Building on these frameworks, the roles of currency compositions in imports invoicing and short-term external debt, and risk and returns of reserve currencies can be quantified by our structural model-a key contribution of our paper given the absence of structural models in the literature. Finally, we estimate the potential paths of the share of RMB in reserves under different scenarios to shed light on its status as an international currency. JEL Classification Numbers: C58; F37; G11; G17
Introduction
This paper applies a portfolio theory approach to analyze the determinants of the currency composition of foreign exchange (FX) reserves. Even though the need for reserves varies by country, the majority of central banks manage their reserves in a similar approach with common features including:
• Central banks are in general highly risk-averse, with the bulk of their reserves invested in safe assets.
1
• Central banks often follow a portfolio optimization strategy (RBS, 2003 and ECB, 2004) with the mean-variance portfolio diversification approach being a popular one (Reddy, 2003; De Leon, 2003; and Naameh, 2003) .
2
• "Safety, liquidity, and profitability" are generally accepted as the objectives of reserve management (Nugee, 2000; and IMF, 2001 ) with safety and liquidity being the primary goals (Borio et al., 2008) .
• Central banks often create a "liquidity tranche" portfolio and a "investment portfolio". The liquidity tranche is designed to finance the day-to-day FX needs, facilitating trade and financial flows.
3 Its asset portfolio often includes exclusively T-bills and time deposits. The "investment portfolio" pursues the highest return subject to risk constraints. 4 It is especially relevant for countries with large reserve holdings that can afford to invest with longer-term growth objectives. 5 Two-thirds of the central banks responding to a BIS survey had established two (or more) separate 1 For example, in the case of Canada, the list of eligible reserves currencies is limited to US dollars, euros, Japanese yen, and UK pounds; and the list of eligible asset classes is similarly narrow and limited to fixed-income securities (Merkowsky and Wolfe, 2015) . 2 Central banks have followed the broad trend of the asset management sector of the financial industry, borrowing and putting in place very much the same kind of processes and tools (Borio et al., 2008) . 3 For example, in the case of Israel, "About three quarters of the reserve portfolio is invested in very liquid assets. The other quarter is invested in assets with slightly lower liquidity. The ratio is set in relation to the level of reserves and an assessment of the possible need for liquidity." (Boorman and Ingves, 2001) . 4 For example, in the case of Chile, "The diversification portfolio is managed on the basis of a risk budget. This risk budget controls exchange rate risk, interest risk and, partly, credit risk." 5 For example, the investment portfolio of Hong Kong SAR is invested to preserve the Fund's value for future generations (Boorman and Ingves, 2001 ).
tranches (Borio et al., 2008) . The size of each tranche differs by central bank. In some cases, less than 10 percent of reserves are allocated to liquidity tranche, while in others, over half of reserves are held in this tranche.
• The currency compositions of imports invoicing and short-term external debt could have a significant effect on the currency composition of FX reserves. If reserves are considered mainly as providing an insurance (a "hedge") against the loss of accesss to foreign goods and services, the currency composition of import basket is relevant for the currency composition of reserves. If reserves are seen as primarily hedging against the loss of the access to international financial markets, the currency composition of external liabilities would be more relevant (Borio et al., 2008) . 6 Some well-known rules of thumb, such as the ratio of reserves to imports or the ratio of reserves to short-term external liabilities, have been used to assess the adequate level of reserves.
• A shift towards using domestic currency as numeraire (i.e., to serve as a unit of account) may well have taken place (Borio et al., 2008 , McCauley, 2008 Riksbank, 2006 ; and the Central Bank of Chile, 2006) .
Incorporating these features into consideration, we introduce a central bank's reserve portfolio choice model. Our approach adopts the classical mean-variance framework for the investment tranche; while the asset-liability framework is adopted for the liquidity tranche. As pointed out by Sharpe and Tint (1990) , the asset-liability framework is appropriate in cases where the types of liabilities are very different (such as FX obligations arising from imports and debt payments). 7 As shown later, the asset-liability framework can deliver a closed-form solution, which makes parameter estimations convenient. Our structural model enables us to quantify the importance of various factors in influencing a central bank's decision. 6 As noted in Boorman and Ingves (2001) , in the case of Columbia, "The authorities are now also considering bringing the currency composition of reserves closer in line with that of the stock of short-term external debt"; in the case of Israel, "The benchmark comprises pre-set weights of several currencies, determined more or less in accordance with the currency composition of imports and debt service expenditure in the coming year"; and in the case of Korea, "currency composition is based on the currency of external debt, current payments and market depth and size of reserve assets." 7 The original Markowitz model (Markowitz, 1952 ) is a special case of the asset-liability model. Given the absence of structural models in the literature, a key contribution of our paper is to quantify the importance of various factors in determining the currency composition of FX reserves by using a structural model that explicitly models central banks' multitranche optimization problem, in particular, at the aggregate level of central banks. Prior to our work, the importance of these factors in determining the currency composition at the aggregate level of central banks was recognized largely qualitatively, and was estimated by some using reduced-form approaches. Our structural approach complements them and has the advantage of identifying the mechanisms that determine the outcomes of currency composition and relating them to central banks' preferences and other factors.
In addition, the structural model can conduct counter-factual analyses and scenario-based forecasts.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the literature. Section 3 introduces the stylized patterns of reserves and reserve management, and presents an analysis based on a reduced-form regression. Section 4 describes the data. Section 5
proposes our portfolio choice model for central banks. Section 6 illustrates our estimation strategy and presents results. Section 7 analyzes the paths of the share of RMB in FX reserves under different scenarios. 8 Section 8 concludes.
8 There are many types of reserve buyers, including central banks, private banks, and investment managers. However due to the importance of central banks as reserve buyers, "shares in central banks'
foreign exchange reserve holdings are the most important measure of international currency status as well as the most easily measured." (Frankel, 2012) 2 Literature Review
Theory
There is a set of literature that focuses on the modeling of the internationalization of one currency. Krugman (1984) shows how there can be multiple equilibrium in the use of an international currency. Kiyotaki et al. (1993) develops a theory of random matching games. Rey (2001) shows that the possibility of multiple equilibrium in the internationalization of currencies is determined by network externalities and the pattern of international trade. Gourinchas et al. (2010) presents a model of the special "exorbitant privilege" role of the US dollar in the international financial system.
As reserve currency fulfills three roles-an international store of value, a unit of account, and a medium of exchange (Krugman, 1984, and Frankel, 1992 )-the literature on safe asset shortages and rollover risk is relevant. He et al. (2018) reviews this set of literature and links the determination of reserve asset status to the relative fundamentals and relative debt sizes by modeling two countries that issue sovereign bonds to satisfy reserve asset demands from investors.
Empirical evidence
Eichengreen (1998) applies a reduced-form analysis based on the annual aggregate-level FX reserve currency composition data on the shares of seven main currencies in official reserve holdings to investigate the determinants of the currency composition of international reserves. Their main finding is that the lagged depreciation rate and inflation (or exchange rate volatility) have negative and significant influence on the share, while income having a significantly positive influence. 9 They also 9 They also find the shares of major currencies in global reserve holdings are very persistent (the coefficient on the lagged dependent variable is between 0.85 and 0.96). Fukuda and Ono (2005) builds an open economy model with monopolistic competition among firms that generates high inertia in the point out that to attain international currency status, the currency issuing country's financial markets must be not only open and free of control but also deep and well developed. Dooley et al. (1989) , and Eichengreen and Mathieson (2000) use confidential IMF data on the country-level currency composition of reserve holdings. Both find that currency pegs, the direction of trade, and the currency of foreign debt are significant and robust determinants of the currency composition of reserve holdings; and their importance is stable across time. Dooley et al. (2003, and ) also point out that trade links and currency pegs are the key reasons behind the East Asian and Latin American central banks' unwillingness to follow a pure textbook diversification strategy. With respect to the estimates of RMB's share as reserve currency, Chen, Peng, and Shu (2011) uses a post-euro data set (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) , and infers from the estimates that RMB could quickly attain the same international currency status as the yen and pound, ascurrency invoicing of exports. This provides an explanation for the dollar's dominant and stable role in invoicing international trade transactions. Since trade patterns affect the composition of FX reserves, this theory provides one explanation for the high persistence of the dollar in reserve holdings. As our model has taken the trade invoicing into consideration, we do not endogenize the inertia effect through other channel. 10 The results in Papaioannou et al. (2006) suggest that even if the East Asian countries increase their trade with the euro zone and issue euro-denominated securities, as long as they peg their currencies to the dollar, it is very unlikely that they will massively diversify away from the dollar.
suming that China achieved full financial market development. Subramanian and Kessler (2013) forecasts the internalization of RMB from the perspective of reference currency.
They show that RMB has increasingly become a reference currency due to trade integration. They forecast that a more global RMB bloc would emerge by the mid-2030s if trade were the sole driver. McCauley and Chan (2014), and Ito, McCauley, Chan (2015) provide evidence consistent with the use of domestic currency as numeraire. They estimate the currency movement for 25 economies, and find cross-sectional evidence that the share of the dollar in reserves is higher where the domestic currency varies less against the dollar than other major currencies. The relationship still holds after they exclude currencies with currency peg and currencies that the IMF characterizes as "crawl-like" or "other managed arrangement", which indicates the relationship does not depend on economies where the currency is heavily managed.
Survey and case studies
In order to quantify each country's currency co-movement with main reserve currencies, we adopt the method developed by Wei (1994, and 2007) .
is each country's exchange rate versus Swiss Franc. We name ρ 1 -ρ 4 the weights of euro zone, yen zone, pound zone, and dollar zone. (2014), we use a 10-year sample (2007 ( to September 2017 to estimate ρ 1 to ρ 4 for each country which releases its currency composition to COFER.
Following McCauley and Chan
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The results are consistent with the use of domestic currency as numeraire (Figure 4 ). 
Exchange rate risk and interest rate risk
Our focus is on the exchange rate risk, as the exchange rate movement is much more volatile than the interest rate movement. It is consistent with the well-recognized stability of the government bond yield (Figures 5 and 6 ). For example, in the case of Australia,"The most significant of these risks is an exposure to fluctuations in the value of the Australian dollar against the currencies in which reserves are held" (Vallence, 2012) . As shown later, our framework can be extended to incorporate the interest risk and other types of risks.
Evidence from a reduced-form regression
A reduced-form analysis is used to analyze the effect of the currency compositions of imports invoicing and short-term external debt, and risk and returns of exchange rates on the currency composition of FX reserves. The regression model can be presented as
The fixed-effect estimators are the OLS estimators for where x it is the share of reserve currency i (either EUR, JPY, GBP, or USD) in period t among our sample of emerging and developing countries' FX reserves; imports invoicing it is the share of currency i among these countries' imports invoicing in period t; average return it is currency i's average return rates using SDR as numeraire in the past 7 years up to each quarter; and return volatility it is currency i's volatility of return rates using SDR as numeraire in the past 7 years up to each quarter. The results are presented in column (1) of Table 1 .
In column (2), we use the share of reserve currency i of these countries' short-term external debt. In column (3), we use the weighted average of the currency shares in imports invoicing and short-term external debt. The aggregate imports invoiced in the four reserve currencies is the weight for the former and the aggregate short-term external debt denominated in these currencies is the weight for the latter. In column (4), the 2-year government bond bid-ask spread is introduced as the control variable.
The results show that the currency compositions of imports invoicing and short-term external debt have significant effect on the currency composition of FX reserves; the return rates also have significant effect, consistent with the existence of the investment tranche; and the effect of the return volatility is not statistically significant, consistent with the results in Chan, Peng, and Shu (2011). The effect of the government bond spread is not statistically significant. We believe that, for these four main reserve currencies, the government bonds of their issuers are liquid enough so that their liquidity is not a major concern for reserve buyers. However, as discussed in Section 7.1, a liquid government bond market could be one necessary condition for central banks to hold these bonds.
Data
Our main sample includes 22 emerging and developing countries.
13 The selection criteria is that they either had FX reserves exceeding USD10bn in 2017, or are included in the imports invoicing dataset in Gopinath (2016 The data on the average currency composition of imports invoicing between 1999 and 2015 is from Gopinath (2016) . We use that average to calculate the imports invoicing in each currency for each year due to data limits. 15 For countries included in the dataset but with missing share for some reserve currency, and for those not included in the dataset, we approximate the currency composition of their imports invoicing as follows:
• If the country is included in the dataset but the share of some reserve currency is missing, we approximate the share using that currency's share in the imports invoicing of the countries with available data.
• If the country is not included in the dataset, we approximate each reserve currency's share using that currency's share in the imports invoicing of the countries with available data.
After the approximation, the sum of each country's imports invoiced in that reserve currency becomes the aggregate imports of all these 22 countries invoiced in that reserve currency.
Approximation is also applied for the currency composition of short-term external debt.
The data on country-level short-term external debt is sourced from Haver. As there is almost no data on the currency composition of short-term external debt, we use the currency composition of total external debt or public and publicly-guaranteed (PPG) debt y i denotes the share of obligations in currency i ∈ I. R i denotes the growth rate of the value of currency i obligations, which equals to the growth rate of the exchange rate of currency i using domestic currency as numeraire. The value of the obligations one period later is
A denotes the initial value of reserve assets (the aggregate portfolio). If A > L, the size of the liquidity tranche equals to L, the size of the investment tranche is A − L. If A ≤ L, the whole portfolio is the liquidity tranche.
For simplicity, in our benchmark model, we assume the returns of the reserve assets using their denominate currency as numeraire are zero, therefore exchange rates are the only factor that affects the values of reserves assets. Under this assumption, as the assets denominated in the same reserve currency are essentially the same, the central banks'
problem becomes a choice of currency allocation. This assumption is consistent with the observation of a much larger FX risk compared to interest rate risk (Figures 5 and 6 
The value of the investment tranche after one period is
The goal for the liquidity tranche is to maximize the surplus subject to some risk con-
It is equivalent to maximize
where Ω is the covariance matrix of the currency return rates, m is the expected return rates of currencies. The solution is
y is the minimum variance portfolio (λ L = 0). If central banks do not have return concern for the liquidity tranche, the currency composition of the liquidity tranche will be set to be equal to the currency composition of the obligations.
The goal for the investment tranche is to maximize the returns subject to some risk constraints. It is equivalent to maximize 1 + i x Ii R i . Thus the central bank's optimization problem for the investment tranche is
USD 48.9%, EUR 25.2%, GBP 11.1%, JPY 11.9% (Boorman and Ingves, 2001 ). 18 For example, for Colombia, its currency composition of the benchmark is determined by the expected denomination of the balance of payments outflows...in order to maintain the value of the reserves in terms of expected outflows (Boorman and Ingves, 2001 ).
s.t. e x I = 1
The solution is
If A > L, the currency composition of the whole reserve portfolio is
If A ≤ L, the whole portfolio is the liquidity tranche; we assume the central banks only take the maximal size of obligation that can be covered by the reserves, that is A, into consideration, which implies x = x L .
19
In the optimization problems shown above, we assume central banks use their domestic currencies as the numeraire when valuing the investment tranche and the surplus of the liquidity tranche. The choice of numeraire matters for the optimal currency allocation, as the returns and risk of reserve currencies are affected by which currency is chosen as the unit of account. Based on the empirical evidence and case studies, using domestic currency as the numeraire is a reasonable assumption to make. However it does not preclude that some countries might use USD or SDR or a basket of currencies as the numeraire. If the return is not the concern for the liquidity tranche (λ L = 0), the currency composition of the liquidity tranche is determined by the currency composition of the obligations; and therefore only the currency composition of the investment tranche is affected by the choice of numeraire.
The FX obligations depend on the imports payment and short-term external debt service,
where T are the imports invoicing in foreign currencies, D are the short-term external debt denominated in foreign currencies. As the foreign currencies in imports invoicing
19 Thus this assumption leads to the result that if the return is not the concern for their liquidity tranche, then for the central banks with inadequate reserves, the currency composition of their reserve portfolio is in accordance with the that of obligations. This result is consistent with many central banks'
practices.
and external debt denomination are dominated by EUR, JPY, GBP, and USD, 20 we only need to look at the import invoicing and short-term external debt denominated in these four main reserve currencies. Our model and estimation can be extended to incorporate more currencies in imports invoicing and short-term external debt denomination.
The aggregate obligation and the size of the liquidity tranche are L = e Ly = e (aT + bD)
In some period, for the central bank with L < A, there is investment tranche. These central banks are denoted by l ∈ J 1 ; for the central bank with L ≥ A, there is no investment tranche. These central banks are denoted by l ∈ J 2 .
The optimal currency composition of each of central bank l ∈ J 1 are
The optimal currency composition of central bank l ∈ J 2 are,
By using the data of reserve size, we can derive the optimal currency composition of FX reserves of all central banks l ∈ J 1 and l ∈ J 2 , assuming each central bank has the same
l e e Ω −1 l e l∈J A l 20 Based on the dataset from Gopinath (2016) , almost all the imports are invoiced in EUR, JPY, GBP, USD. In our sample, the share of external debt denominated in EUR, JPY, GBP, USD is nearly 90%.
The ratio would be even higher if the external debt denominated in the domestic currency is excluded. 21 The assumption of homogeneous λ I , λ L , a, b among central banks can be relaxed. Due to a relatively small sample of observations, this assumption is made to reduce the number of parameters we need to estimate.
Estimation
Results
For each quarter t and central bank l, the covariance matrix Ω lt and mean vector m lt of the reserve currencies can be estimated using the latest seven-year sample up to quarter t. For each central bank l, the choice of the numeraire affects Ω lt and m lt of the reserve currencies. In our estimation we assume each central bank uses its domestic currency as the numeraire. This assumption can be relaxed if more information about central banks' numeraire choices are available.
Define Λ t := (A t , Ω t , m t , T t , D t ) and u i (Λ t , a, b) as a 9×1 vector, 
Assuming x it , the share of currency i in countries' FX reserves in quarter t, satisfies
where c i is the currency-specific fixed term, capturing the time-invariant currency-specific factor in a reduced-form way. We expect c i of euro and dollar to be much higher than that of yen and pound, reflecting the privilege of euro and dollar. several plausible reasons for that reluctance. First, there is a strong inertia bias in favor of using currency that has been the international currency in the past (Chinn and Frankel, 2005) ; and second, central banks prefer to see a stable composition for the reserves that would help to explain a consistent investment policy (Ramaswamy, 1999) .
A GMM estimator is adopted. We use the orthogonality conditions as the moment conditions,
which are expressed as
The magnitude of this term may be determined by the reserve currency issuer's relatively stable and persistent characteristics, for example, the economy's size, the size of the financial markets, and the economy's status in the world. 23 In our baseline estimation, we implicitly assume β are the same for central banks' liquidity tranche and investment tranche. This assumption can be relaxed.
where
We define θ = (a, b, β, λ I , λ L ), and assume the identification condition holds, i.e., θ 0 is the
A two-step estimation approach is adopted.
Step 1:
where I n is the identity matrix.
We can implement this minimization in two steps.
The closed-form expression of (a, b), β
makes the overall minimization task much more computationally feasible. The objective function above is minimized by searching for (a * , b * ).
Step 2:
W n is defined by
via the same two steps as shown in step 1, using W n as the weight matrix.
The estimation results are presented in Table 2 . More details about the estimation are shown in the Appendix A.2. We can not reject the null hypothesis that λ L = 0, which is consistent with the fact that returns are not the objective of the liquidity tranche. Figure 7 shows the actual and fitted euro and dollar shares in the 22 emerging and developing countries' FX reserves. 24 We can see that the fitted shares can capture well the trend and fluctuations of the actual shares.
Using the estimates, we can estimate the size of the liquidity tranche and investment tranche at the country and aggregate levels. countries' aggregate investment tranche has been stable, and the absolute and relative sizes of the liquidity tranche has been growing, driven by the growing imports invoicing 24 c i is estimated by assuming the moment condition E t (c i ε it ) = 0 in equation (2), soĉ i is calculated
The and short-term external debt denominated in reserve currencies. With the estimates, we can estimate the optimal currency composition of the aggregate liquidity tranche and investment tranche. 
The size of the liquidity tranche included in the reducedform analysis
Some hypothesis can be tested based on the relative size of the liquidity tranche,
First, we expect that the larger the relative liquidity tranche size, the larger effect the currency compositions of imports invoicing and short-term external debt on the currency composition of FX reserves. To test the hypothesis, we interact the relative size of liquidity tranche with the currency compositions of imports invoicing and short-term external debt, and the weighted average of the currency composition in imports invoicing and short-term external debt, and include them as control variables in the regressions in Section 2.5. As expected, the sign of the interaction terms are positive and statistically significant (Columns (1), (3), and (4) in Table 3 ).
Second, we expect that, the larger the relative size of liquidity tranche, the smaller effect the exchange rate returns on the currency composition of FX reserves. To test it, we interact the relative size of liquidity tranche with the exchange rate returns. As expected, the sign of the interaction terms are negative and statistically significant (Columns (1)- (4) in Table 3 ).
The coefficients of the interaction terms in Table 3 issuer is of high credit quality."
We use the bid-ask spread of the government bonds to measure the liquidity of the government bond markets. Figure 10 shows the mean (over time) of the daily bid-ask spread of the government bond of the eurozone, Japan, UK, US, China, using the latest oneyear sample up to each quarter. We can observe that China's government bonds are less liquid than other reserve currency issuers' government bonds, although the liquidity has improved since the first half of 2018 ( Figure 10 ). The bid-ask spread of each reserve currency versus domestic currency can be used to measure the transaction cost in the forex market (the ease of convertibility). Figure 11 shows the mean (over time) of the daily bid-ask spread of EUR, JPY, GBP, USD, and RMB (onshore market) versus the domestic currency of China, Saudi Arabia, Russia, India, Brazil, averaged for these five large emerging market economies, using the latest one-year sample up to each quarter. We can see that the transaction cost of RMB is above those of other reserve currencies in most times.
The RMB as reserve currency under different scenarios
It is expected that China will gradually enhance capital account convertibility, and the share of RMB in central banks' FX reserves will further increase from the current level of around 2 percent. Over 60 central banks or monetary authorities hold RMB reserves (Yi, 2018) . Based on our estimates in Section 6, we can estimate the share of RMB in central banks' FX reserves under different hypothetical scenarios.
The exchange rate risk and returns of RMB affects its share in the aggregate FX reserves through its share in the investment tranche. 25 As a benchmark, for each country in our sample excluding China, we set the RMB's expected return, variance and covariances with EUR, JPY, GBP, USD to be the average of SDR currencies' corresponding parameters. The currency-specific fixed term of RMB in equation (2) is set to be the average of SDR currencies' estimated fix terms. 26 Our analysis can be made in different scenarios, using equation (2) with Ω t , m t , T t , D t augmented to include RMB terms. We do the analysis for the last period in our sample, 2014 Q4.
The growing share of RMB in imports invoicing and short-term external debt The trend of RMB to be reference currency For a sample comprising emerging-market economies, Subramanian and Kessler (2013) find that between 2010 and 2013, RMB has increasingly become a reference currency, which they define as one that exhibits a high degree of co-movement with the domestic currencies of the reserve holders; the rise of the RMB as a reference currency is especially prominent in East Asia.
28 McCauley and Chan (2014), and Ito et al. (2015) point out that, for China's trading partners, both changing trade invoicing and currency movements 27 We first adopt equation (2) could make RMB more attractive for reserve managers.
29
Using our estimates, we estimate the share of RMB under the scenarios that RMB has different levels of co-movement with the domestic currencies of our sample countries, excluding China itself. If RMB has a stronger co-movement with our sample countries' domestic currencies, then from those countries' perspective, RMB is more like a risk-free asset and has a lower variance. Thus for each of our sample countries excluding China,
we adjust the variance of RMB's exchange rate return we set above; the covariances between between RMB and EUR, JPY, GBP, USD are adjusted accordingly, assuming the correlation parameters are the same as before. A smaller variance of RMB implies the status of RMB as a reference currency is more prominent. 
Conclusion
The way central banks manage their reserves have evolved over the past decades, reflecting changes in both the economic and the broader institutional environment. Central 29 The dollar zone weight (the weighted average all other economies' dollar zone weight, similar with what we did in section 2.3, using GDP share as weight) and share in export invoicing are highly correlated, their reduced-form analysis finds that both trade invoicing and currency movements drive changing official reserve composition, but they can not distinguish the effect of these two factors on the currency composition due to data limitation. The central bank decides the share of the asset j. The return rate of asset j is r j .
Ω is the covariance matrix of assets return rates, m is the expected return rates of assets.
R L is the growth rate of the value of the obligations using domestic currency as numeraire.
The value of the liquidity tranche after one period is
The goal of the liquidity tranche is to maximize the surplus under some risk constraints
Thus the central bank's optimization problem is
where γ j = Cov(r j , R L ).
The FOC implies As we do not observe the asset composition, we transform the asset composition into the observable currency composition. The assets denomination matrix is defined as M, M ij = 1 iff asset j is denominated in currency i. Mx aggregate is the currency composition of central banks' aggregate foreign exchange reserves.
Define Λ t := (A t , Ω t , S t , m t , T t , D t ). Assuming x it , the share of currency i in developing countries' foreign exchange reserves in quarter t satisfies
Next we can use similar moment conditions as in the main text to get the GMM estimator.
The estimation procedure is basically the same as what we did in the main text.
We can extend this model and do the estimation for the case that the assets choice set of the liquidity tranche is restricted to only include the short-dated securities such as T-bills, time deposits, and etc.; while the investment tranche also includes the long-term securities, equities, and etc.
